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 5 
When axonal fibres approach or leave the cortex, their trajectories tend to closely 6 
follow the cortical convolutions. To quantify this tendency, we propose a three-7 
dimensional coordinate system based on the gyral geometry. For every voxel in 8 
the brain, we define a “radial” axis orthogonal to nearby surfaces, a “sulcal” axis 9 
along the sulcal depth gradient that preferentially points from deep white matter 10 
to the gyral crown, and a “gyral” axis aligned with the long axis of the gyrus. 11 
When compared with high-resolution, in-vivo diffusion MRI data from the Human 12 
Connectome Project, we find that in superficial white matter the apparent 13 
diffusion coefficient (at b=1000) along the sulcal axis is on average 16% larger 14 
than along the gyral axis and twice as large as along the radial axis. This is 15 
reflected in the vast majority of observed fibre orientations lying close to the 16 
tangential plane (median angular offset < 7 degrees), with the dominant fibre 17 
orientation typically aligning with the sulcal axis.  18 
In cortical grey matter, fibre orientations transition to a predominantly radial 19 
orientation. We quantify the width and location of this transition and find strong 20 
reproducibility in test-retest data, but also a clear dependence on the resolution 21 
of the diffusion data. The ratio of radial to tangential diffusion is fairly constant 22 
throughout most of the cortex, except for a decrease of the diffusivitiy ratio in the 23 
sulcal fundi and the primary somatosensory cortex (Brodmann area 3) and an 24 
increase in the primary motor cortex (Brodmann area 4). 25 
Although only constrained by cortical folds, the proposed gyral coordinate system 26 
provides a simple and intuitive representation of white and grey matter fibre 27 
orientations near the cortex, and may be useful for future studies of white matter 28 
development and organisation.  29 
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1 Introduction 30 
The cerebral cortex of the human brain is highly convoluted, and the 31 
pattern of cortical folding is reflected in the orientations of axonal fibres (Figure 32 
1). In myelin-stained histological sections, the dominant axonal orientation in the 33 
gyral white matter runs parallel to the sulcal walls, and points towards the gyral 34 
crowns (Van Essen et al. 2014; Budde and Annese 2013). This implies that axons 35 
mostly cross the gyral crowns at an angle perpendicular to the surface, but 36 
approach the sulcal walls at oblique angles before turning 90 degrees to become 37 
radial within the cortex (Figure 1). Furthermore, predominantly tangential axons 38 
have been found in the white matter below the sulcal fundi, which is consistent 39 
with the expected trajectory of U-fibres connecting neighbouring gyri (Van Essen 40 
et al. 2014; Budde and Annese 2013; Reveley et al. 2015; Schilling et al. 2017). 41 
Despite the predominant tangential orientations found in superficial white 42 
matter, at least some axons cross the U-fibres in the sulcal fundi (Reveley et al. 43 
2015) and some cross the gyral white matter to connect the opposite gyral banks 44 
(Van Essen et al. 2014). These results from myelin-stained sections present a 45 
good initial hypothesis of the axonal orientation distribution, even though the 46 
interpretation of these images is complicated due to the projection of a three-47 
dimensional geometry on a two-dimensional plane. 48 
Diffusion MRI allows us to investigate such patterns in three dimensions 49 
over many subjects in-vivo and non-invasively, albeit at a much lower resolution. 50 
Using high-resolution diffusion MRI, fibre bundle orientations are mostly radial 51 
within the cortex (McKinstry et al. 2002; Deipolyi et al. 2005; Leuze et al. 2014; 52 
Truong, Guidon, and Song 2014; Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2015; Bastiani et al. 2016), 53 
although at least some cortical regions have predominantly tangential fibre 54 
orientations such as the primary somatosensory cortex  (Anwander, Pampel, and 55 
Knosche 2010; McNab et al. 2013; Calamante et al. 2017). One limitation of these 56 
investigations is that they typically do not extend below the cortex, although 57 
some do report predominantly tangential orientations just below cortex 58 
(Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2015; Reveley et al. 2015). 59 
Here we extend these basic analyses of radiality beyond the cortex to the 60 
underlying white matter. We introduce a three-dimensional gyral coordinate 61 
system of white matter orientation that is fully specified by the cortical folding 62 
pattern. We define three axes: radial, sulcal, and gyral, which are defined relative 63 
to the white/grey matter boundary surface, and linearly interpolated to deep and 64 
superficial white matter, as well as different intra-cortical depth levels. 65 
Compared with previous approaches, our analysis has two distinct 66 
advantages. First, we propose a novel interpolation scheme, which allows us to 67 
define the gyral coordinate system in the center of gyral folds by interpolating 68 
between the sulcal walls, as well as in the rest of the superficial white matter. 69 
Secondly, the three axes allow us to further subdivide tangential fibres into those 70 
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that are aligned with, or orthogonal to, the sulcal depth gradient. The code to 71 
generate the gyral coordinates has been made available online4. 72 
Using fibre orientations inferred from high-resolution diffusion MRI from 73 
the Human Connectome Project (HCP; Van Essen et al. 2013; Glasser et al. 2013; 74 
Sotiropoulos et al. 2013) dataset, we find that the best-fit diffusion tensors tend 75 
to align well with this gyral coordinate system. We confirm quantitatively that 76 
the dominant fibre orientations inferred from diffusion MRI are almost 77 
exclusively aligned with the tangential (sulcal/gyral) plane in white matter, and 78 
with the radial axis in the cortical grey matter. 79 
Moreover, we propose that the transition of white matter orientation 80 
from the tangential plane to the radial axis (in the cortex) can be described using 81 
a sigmoidal function that parameterizes the location and width of the transition. 82 
We fitted this model to diffusion MRI-derived orientations using data acquired at 83 
multiple spatial resolutions. We found high reproducibility of the transition 84 
boundary across subjects, but also a notable dependence of this transition on 85 
spatial resolution. 86 
 87 
Figure 1 Illustration of the convoluted cortical surface consisting of protrusions called gyri 88 
separated by troughs called sulci. Concave sulcal fundi and convex gyral crowns are connected by 89 
relatively straight sulcal walls. Axons from the other parts of the brain have to follow the shape of 90 
the gyral white matter to reach the gyral crown and sulcal walls (e.g. blue lines). This suggests 91 
that a gyral coordinate system based on the shape of the gyri might be predictive of fibre 92 
orientation in gyral white matter. 93 
 94 
                                                             
4 A github repository containing code for generating gyral coordinates is 
available at https://git.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/ndcn0236/gyralcoord. 
Sulcal
fundus
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2 Methods: defining a gyral coordinate system 95 
The gyral coordinate system is based on cortical surface models of the 96 
white/grey matter boundary and pial surface as extracted by Freesurfer from a 97 
T1-weighted image (Dale, Fischl, and Sereno 1999; Fischl, Sereno, and Dale 1999; 98 
Fischl 2012). These surfaces are typically modeled as triangular meshes. On each 99 
triangle in a mesh, the “radial” axis is defined as the surface normal and the 100 
“sulcal” axis as the gradient of the sulcal depth along the surface, which is always 101 
orthogonal to the radial orientation. The “gyral” axis is defined as being 102 
orthogonal (i.e., as the cross-product) with respect to the other two axes.  103 
The axes should be interpolated to define them throughout the cortex and 104 
superficial white matter. The commonly adopted nearest-neighbour 105 
interpolation would lead to a discontinuity in the gyral coordinates at the centre 106 
of the gyral folds, especially if the sulcal walls on both sides of the white matter 107 
are not parallel to each other. To overcome this challenge, we devise a linear 108 
interpolation scheme that considers the convoluted geometry and achieves a 109 
smooth transition of the gyral coordinates from one sulcal wall to the other. 110 
Linear interpolation is defined either along lines or across a regular grid. We 111 
therefore generate a line connecting the two sulcal walls through a point of 112 
interest to perform linear interpolation. However, rather than relying on 113 
interpolation along a single line, we define the gyral coordinate system as the 114 
average of the linear interpolations of a large sample of possible lines through 115 
the point of interest (Figure 2). 116 
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 117 
Figure 2 Illustration of the method for interpolating the radial axis for any point in the cortical 118 
grey matter (top panels) and white matter (bottom panels). For illustrative purposes we show 119 
the method on 2D myelin-stained histological sections rather than in the 3D MRI data in the rest 120 
of this work. The background is a myelin-stained coronal section from a young (postnatal day 6) 121 
macaque with the semi-automatically traced white/grey matter boundary (orange) and pial 122 
surface (cyan) marked (see Appendix A for details on the macaque data acquisition). A) Through 123 
the centre of any point of interest (blue) 300 lines are generated from a uniform orientation 124 
distribution (a subset of these lines is shown in black) connecting the white/grey matter 125 
boundary with the pial surface (for grey matter; top row) or the white/grey matter boundary 126 
with itself (for white matter; bottom row). B) Along each of these lines, the surface normals at 127 
both ends are linearly interpolated to the point of interest (illustrated by the red lines). C) The 128 
interpolated normals are given a weight inversely proportional to the length of the (black) line 129 
along which they are interpolated (eq. 1). Here this weight is illustrated as the length of the 130 
interpolated normal. These interpolated normals are averaged using a PCA-type analysis to get 131 
the average radial axis (solid red line). A similar method is used to define the sulcal axis running 132 
from the deep white matter to the gyral crown, where rather than the surface normal, the sulcal 133 
depth gradient along the surface is interpolated. 134 
We first define the radial axis at every voxel. 300 uniform orientations are 135 
generated on a sphere. For each orientation (indexed as ) and each voxel we 136 
estimate the radial axis at the voxel of interest as follows: 137 
Through the centre of the voxel, a line is drawn that follows the i-th 138 
orientation that terminates once each end intersects the meshes modeling the 139 
cortical surface (Figure 2A). In a grey matter voxel this line would intersect with 140 
the white/grey matter boundary surface on one end and the pial surface on the 141 
other. In a white matter voxel, both ends would intersect with the white/grey 142 
matter boundary surface. Lines perpendicular to the sulcal walls are typically 143 
short, because they only travel a small distance to intersect the sulcal wall 144 
(darker lines in Figure 2A). Conversely, lines parallel to the sulcal walls are 145 
longer because they tend to travel much further before intersecting the surface 146 
(lighter lines in Figure 2A). 147 
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At the intersections found in step 1, we compute the surface normals. 148 
These normals are then linearly interpolated along the line to the voxel of 149 
interest (Figure 2B). This interpolated normal represents one estimate of the 150 
radial orientation at the voxel of interest, which we will denote as ̂rad,		.  151 
The orientation of the nearby cortical surface is expected to provide a 152 
more useful estimate of the radial orientation than elements further away. As 153 
noted above, a short line is more likely to encode information from these nearby 154 
surface elements, so we assign each interpolated radial orientation a weight 
	 155 
inversely proportional to the length of the line, connecting the intersections with 156 
the surface (	):  157 
	 
	 = 	.	 (1)	158 
The most straightforward method for averaging various estimates of the 159 
radial axis is to use a PCA analysis (Jones 2003), where the average axis is 160 
defined as the primary eigenvector of a summary matrix  =	∑ 
		 ̂,	 ⋅ ̂,	  161 
(Figure 2C). 162 
The other two basis vectors lie within the plane orthogonal to the radial 163 
axis (i.e., the tangential plane). We define the “sulcal” axis at the cortical surface 164 
as the gradient of sulcal depth (as approximated from the “sulc” measure in 165 
Freesurfer). On the cortex, the gradient of the sulcal depth map is orthogonal to 166 
the surface normal and points from the sulcal fundus to the gyral crown. We 167 
interpolate this “sulcal” axis onto every voxel in the brain using the same 168 
interpolation method used for the radial axis. Although this “sulcal” axis is 169 
orthogonal to the normal on the surface, after linear interpolation and PCA 170 
averaging, the resulting vector might no longer be orthogonal to the radial axis. 171 
We therefore project the interpolated and averaged vector onto the plane 172 
orthogonal to the radial orientation to define the “sulcal” axis of our gyral 173 
coordinate system. 174 
In summary, for every voxel we define three orthonormal orientations 175 
(see Figure 3): 176 
1. Linear interpolation and PCA averaging of surface normals defines the radial 177 
axis. 178 
2. Linear interpolation and PCA averaging of sulcal depth gradient defines the 179 
sulcal axis. The resulting orientation is then projected to be orthogonal to the 180 
radial axis. 181 
3. The cross product of the radial and sulcal axes gives the gyral axis. 182 
The shortest lines tend to intersect the sulcal walls rather than the gyral 183 
crown even in white matter voxels close to the gyral crown, which causes the 184 
gyral coordinates to be defined relative to the walls (e.g., arrow in Figure 3). This 185 
means that fibres crossing the gyral crown at right angles, which in previous 186 
work would have been classified as radial, would here be classified as sulcal as 187 
they run parallel to the sulcal walls along the sulcal depth gradient (Appendix B, 188 
Figure B1). In Appendix B we further illustrate the advantages of our linear 189 
interpolation scheme over nearest-neighbour or non-linear interpolation. 190 
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For voxels even closer to the gyral crown than the one marked by the 191 
arrow in Figure 3, the radial and sulcal axes will eventually flip to align with the 192 
gyral crown. This discontinuity in the radial axis typically takes place at or very 193 
close to the WM/GM boundary of the gyral crown and complicates the 194 
interpretation of the alignment of fibre orientations measured at this boundary. 195 
The discontinuities of the radial axis at the gyral midline or of the gyral axis at 196 
the sulcal fundus and gyral crown are merely sign flips, which should not affect 197 
the analysis of the antipodally symmetric diffusion data. 198 
The three orthonormal axes can be combined in a single 3x3 rotation 199 
matrix: 200 
  = ̂̂ ̂!,		 (2)	201 
where ̂ is the radial axis, ̂  is the sulcal axis, and ̂ is the gyral axis. We 202 
can convert any orientation, tensor, or orientation distribution function from 203 
stereotaxic (i.e., x-, y-, z-) coordinates into gyral coordinates by multiplying with 204 
this rotation matrix. 205 
 206 
Figure 3 Illustration of the three basis vectors defining the gyral coordinate system. The radial 207 
axis in red aligns with the normal to the sulcal wall and points along the short axis of the gyrus. 208 
The sulcal axis in green aligns with the sulcal depth gradient and tends to point from deep white 209 
matter to the gyral crown. The gyral axis in blue is orthogonal to the sulcal axis to define the 210 
tangential plane. The arrow on the left panel points to a white matter voxel underlying the gyral 211 
crown, which illustrates that even close to the gyral crown the gyral coordinates tend to be 212 
defined by the sulcal walls rather than crown (e.g., the radial orientation aligns with the sulcal 213 
wall normal). Note that because the gyral coordinates rely fully on the orientation of the WM/GM 214 
boundary (white) and the pial surface (cyan), it can be very sensitive to errors in reconstructing 215 
these surfaces (e.g., around the “dimple” in the pial surface at the gyral crown in the left panel). 216 
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3 Results 217 
3.1 Fibre alignment with the gyral coordinate system 218 
Here we compare the gyral coordinate system to the orientations of 219 
diffusion tensors estimated from 3T diffusion MRI data from the Human 220 
Connectome Project (HCP; Van Essen et al. 2013). The HCP diffusion data 221 
acquisition, pre-processing, (Andersson and Sotiropoulos 2016a) and analysis 222 
are briefly discussed in Appendix A (see Sotiropoulos et al. 2013 for more 223 
details). The gyral coordinates are evaluated at the centre of every voxel as 224 
described above. The eigenvectors of the best-fit diffusion tensors are expressed 225 
in these gyral coordinates by multiplying with the rotational matrix defined in 226 
eq. 2. These rotated eigenvectors have a distinctive pattern in both single-subject 227 
data (left two panels of Figure 4) and group-averaged data (29 subjects in MNI 228 
space; right two panels in Figure 4). The primary DTI eigenvector is 229 
predominantly radial (in red) in the cortex and tangential (in green or blue) in 230 
the underlying white matter (top row in Figure 4). The secondary DTI 231 
eigenvector is tangential throughout the brain (middle row in Figure 4). The 232 
tertiary DTI eigenvector has the opposite trend from the primary eigenvectors 233 
with tangential orientations in the cortex and radial orientations in the 234 
superficial white matter (bottom row in Figure 4). 235 
The close alignment of the diffusion tensor eigenvectors with the gyral 236 
coordinates implies that once we express the diffusion tensor in the gyral 237 
coordinate system (using the rotation matrix from eq. 2) we can meaningfully 238 
average the diffusion tensor across either the cortex or the superficial white 239 
matter (and even across subjects). In the remainder of this section, we will 240 
exploit this to first explore in more detail the radial alignment in the cortex, then 241 
the tangential alignment in the white matter, and finally propose a model for the 242 
transition between these two regimes across the white/grey matter boundary.   243 
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 244 
Figure 4 Alignment of the primary (top), secondary (middle), and tertiary (bottom) eigenvectors 245 
of the best-fit diffusion tensor with the gyral coordinates (red: radial; green: sulcal; blue: gyral) 246 
overlaid on a T1-weighted map. Left-most two panels: single subject; right-most panels: average 247 
of 29 subjects in MNI space. We excluded voxels that were more than 4 mm below the white/grey 248 
matter boundary or were closer to the medial wall than to the white/grey matter boundary. 249 
 250 
 251 
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3.2 Radial fibres in the cortex 252 
 253 
Figure 5 Alignment of the diffusion tensors with the gyral coordinate system over 29 subjects in 254 
the upper cortex (i.e. more than 1 mm above the white/grey matter boundary. A) Spherical heat 255 
map of the orientation of the primary (left), secondary (middle) and tertiary (right) eigenvector 256 
of the best-fit diffusion tensor. B) Histogram of the radial (red), sulcal (green), and gyral (blue) 257 
diffusion coefficient as predicted by the tensor model averaged over 29 subjects. C) Radial over 258 
tangential diffusion of the diffusion tensor averaged for 29 subjects after projecting the diffusion 259 
tensor in gyral coordinates onto subject-specific surfaces (overlays of Brodmann areas 3 and 4 260 
from Fischl et al. 2008 and Van Essen et al. 2012).  D) Detail of Brodmann areas 3 and 4. 261 
Figure 5 illustrates the alignment of the diffusion tensor with the gyral 262 
coordinate system in the cortex. To limit the partial volume from the white 263 
matter we only include voxels that are at least 1 mm above the WM/GM 264 
boundary. The primary eigenvector of the diffusion tensor is predominantly 265 
radial in this volume (left in Figure 5A). Across 29 subjects the median angular 266 
offset from the radial orientation is consistently small, between 24 and 31 267 
degrees5 (60 degrees expected for a random distribution). The secondary and 268 
tertiary eigenvectors appear not to have a clear preferred orientation in the 269 
tangential plane (Figure 5A). In the upper-most layer one would expect to find 270 
primarily tangential orientations due to the dendritic tufts (e.g., Leuze et al. 271 
2014). However, even if we only include voxels within 0.5 mm from the pial 272 
surface, we do not find evidence for such tangential orientations in the HCP data.  273 
For Figure 5B, C we project the diffusion tensor onto the surface. Every 274 
voxel at least 1 mm above the white/grey matter boundary is assigned to the 275 
                                                             
5 A single outlier subject with a median angular offset of 43 degrees was 
excluded from this and any further analysis 
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nearest surface element and the diffusion tensor expressed in gyral coordinates 276 
is averaged over these voxels. The surfaces from the HCP pipeline have all been 277 
aligned with the fsaverage template (Van Essen et al. 2012), which allows us to 278 
average over the 29 subjects. This averaging assures that the diffusion tensor is 279 
well defined even where the cortex is very thin (e.g., Brodmann area 3). 280 
Expressing the diffusion tensor in the gyral coordinate system allows us to 281 
meaningfully average the diffusion tensor across subjects even without perfect 282 
alignment between subjects. Figure 5B shows the histogram of the diffusion 283 
coefficient along the radial (red), sulcal (green), and gyral (blue) direction. The 284 
diffusivity along the radial axis is slightly higher (on average 10%) than the 285 
diffusivity along either tangential axis.  286 
This preference for diffusion in the radial direction is not uniform across 287 
the cortex (Figure 5D).  On the surface several sharp lines can be seen with a 288 
reduced ratio of radial to tangential diffusivity can be seen that tend to align with 289 
sulci, such as the marked superior temporal sulcus and the cingulate sulcus. This 290 
“radiality” measure is also greatly decreased in Brodmann area 3, where the 291 
tangential diffusivity becomes larger than the radial diffusivity.  In Brodmann 292 
area 4 we see the opposite trend, with a slight increase in the ratio of radial to 293 
tangential diffusivity, which creates a clear contrast within the cortex that 294 
precisely matches these two brain areas. 295 
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3.3 Tangential fibres in the superficial white matter 296 
 297 
Figure 6 Alignment with the gyral coordinate system over 29 subjects in the superficial white 298 
matter (i.e., up to 4 mm below the white/grey matter boundary). A) Spherical heat map of the 299 
orientation of the primary (left), secondary (middle) and tertiary (right) tensor eigenvectors. B) 300 
Spherical heat map of the orientation of the primary fibre orientation (left) and the crossing fibre 301 
orientations (right) from FSL’s bedpostX. C) Histogram of the radial (red), sulcal (green), and 302 
gyral (blue) diffusion coefficient (predicted by the tensor model) averaged over 29 subjects in 303 
MNI space (note the increased range of the x-axis compared with Figure 5B). D) Maps of the 304 
radial (left), sulcal (middle), and gyral (right) diffusivity of the average diffusion tensor. 305 
Although previous studies (McKinstry et al. 2002; Deipolyi et al. 2005; 306 
Anwander, Pampel, and Knosche 2010; Leuze et al. 2014; Truong, Guidon, and 307 
Song 2014; Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2015; Bastiani et al. 2016) mainly focused on the 308 
cortex, the alignment of the diffusion tensor eigenvectors with the gyral 309 
coordinates is even more striking in the superficial white matter (i.e., within 4 310 
mm of the white/grey matter boundary). The primary eigenvector points 311 
preferentially in the sulcal direction, the secondary eigenvector in the gyral 312 
direction, and the tertiary eigenvector the radial direction (Figure 6A). The 313 
alignment of the tertiary eigenvector with the radial axis has a median angular 314 
offset varying between 11 and 16 degrees, which is a much better alignment than 315 
found for the primary eigenvector in the cortex. This strong alignment of the 316 
tertiary eigenvector can be explained if most fibre dispersion and crossings are 317 
constrained to the tangential plane. This is indeed what we find with a crossing 318 
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fibre model, as implemented using FSL’s bedpostX (Behrens et al. 2007; Jbabdi et 319 
al. 2012) with the dominant orientation pointing preferentially along the sulcal 320 
axis (left in Figure 6B), and the crossing fibres (both secondary and tertiary) 321 
aligned with the tangential plane (right in Figure 6B). The median angular offset 322 
of all bedpostX fibre orientations from the tangential plane varies only between 5 323 
and 7 degrees across the 29 subjects. These crossing fibres are very prevalent in 324 
the white matter with the crossing fibre model finding a single fibre in 9% of the 325 
voxels, two fibres in 26% of the voxels, and three crossing fibres in 65% of the 326 
voxels. These crossing fibres likely do not only reflect crossing bundles, but also 327 
fibre dispersion within the tangential plane. 328 
To investigate the spatial pattern further we transform the diffusion 329 
tensors expressed in gyral coordinates to MNI space and average them across all 330 
29 subjects. Once the diffusion tensors are expressed in gyral coordinates they 331 
are already aligned with each other across the superficial white matter and the 332 
different subject, so we do not apply any additional warp during the registration 333 
to MNI space. Figure 6C shows the distribution of the radial (red), sulcal (green), 334 
and gyral (blue) diffusivities of the averaged diffusion tensors. The average 335 
diffusivity in the sulcal direction is approximately twice as large as for the radial 336 
direction. Only the largest diffusivities measured in the radial direction exceed 337 
the average diffusivity in the sulcal or gyral direction. These larger radial 338 
diffusivities are typically found very close to the cortex or in the deeper white 339 
matter (left in Figure 6D).  340 
The histograms of diffusivities along the gyral and sulcal axes show far 341 
more overlap (Figure 6C). On average the diffusivity in the sulcal orientation is 342 
16% higher than in the gyral orientation, with the largest difference in the white 343 
matter underlying the frontal lobe (22%) and the smallest underlying the 344 
temporal lobe (5%). These tangential diffusivities are anti-correlated with 345 
regions with lower sulcal diffusivity (e.g., much of the deep white matter) having 346 
a higher gyral diffusivity (Figure 6D). 347 
3.4 Application: cortical fibre orientation transition boundary 348 
Across the WM/GM boundary surface, fibres transition from tangential 349 
orientations in the superficial WM to radial orientations in the cortex. In this 350 
section we try to model this transition.  351 
Any MRI measure at this boundary is potentially sensitive to partial 352 
volume between white and grey matter. First, we investigate this sensitivity by 353 
exploring the fibre orientation patterns across different spatial resolutions. We 354 
extracted fibre orientations independently from three diffusion MRI datasets 355 
acquired on the same subject at 2.5, 2, and 1.35 mm isotropic spatial resolution 356 
using a Siemens Prisma 3T clinical scanner. Except for the spatial resolution, the 357 
acquisition protocol for these data closely matches the HCP data acquisition and 358 
was pre-processed using the HCP pipelines (see Appendix A). Irrespective of the 359 
data resolution, fibre orientations were found to be consistently tangential in the 360 
white matter (left in Figure 7). Interestingly, the transition from tangential white 361 
matter to radial grey matter orientations shifts to more superficial layers as the 362 
resolution of the data increases (Figure 7). In the rest of this section we further 363 
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quantify this fibre orientation transition boundary across the cortex and its 364 
dependence on the spatial resolution of the data. 365 
 366 
Figure 7 Transition from tangential fibres in superficial WM (left) to radial fibres in the cortex 367 
(right) for diffusion MRI data acquired on the same subject at 1.35, 2, and 2.5 mm resolution. 368 
Each heatmap in the fibre orientation transition boundary represents a cortical depth level 369 
sampled at steps of 0.5 mm. 370 
The predominance of tangential fibre orientations in the white matter and 371 
radial fibre orientations in the cortical grey matter suggests that we can describe 372 
the transition between these two regimes by a sigmoidal function: 373 
	 #pred,& = '()*+,-./0/ 1
,	 (3)	374 
where #pred,& is the predicted radial index, defined as the radial coordinate 375 
of the primary diffusion tensor eigenvector, for a voxel 3 that is a distance 4	 376 
from the white/grey matter boundary. The transition from a radial index of 0 in 377 
the white matter to 1 in the cortex is determined by two variables: an offset 56  378 
from the white/grey matter boundary and a width 
6 , which are defined across 379 
the cortical surface for every vertex 7. For every voxel 3 we use in [3] the offset 380 
and width are defined at the nearest vertex 7. 381 
The predicted radial index is fitted to the observed radial coordinate of 382 
the primary eigenvector using a minimum least-squares approach, with the 383 
offset and width parameters treated as unknowns. Many vertices will have too 384 
few voxels associated with them to provide adequate constraints on the 385 
sigmoidal fit. So in addition to fitting the data we added a regularization term 386 
that smooths the offset and width of the transition across the surface:  387 
 8reg = :∑ ;<56 −	∑ >?@neighbors	G∈neighbors I
 +	<K6 −	∑ L?@neighbors	G∈neighbors I
M ,6	∈NOP	QO  (4)	388 
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where the weighting of the regularization : is set to 1. This value was 389 
determined using cross-validation, as having the best predictive power for 390 
unseen data points in dataset of a representative HCP subject. 391 
 392 
Figure 8 Maps of the transition offset from the WM/GM boundary (top) and the width of the 393 
transition boundary (bottom) for a single HCP subject (left) and a 29-subject average (right). The 394 
grey lines on the single-subject surface indicate the gyral crowns, where there is no sharp 395 
transition in fibre orientations. Note that in some regions (e.g., the insula) there are insufficient 396 
voxels with a radial orientation for an accurate fit, which leads to very high transition offset and 397 
width in these regions. 398 
This fit provides for every surface element in the sulcal walls and fundi an 399 
estimate of the offset and width of the transition boundary with respect to the 400 
WM/GM boundary, as derived from a segmentation of an anatomical reference 401 
(e.g. T1-weighted) (Figure 8). Gyral crowns were excluded, because they 402 
typically do not show a sharp transition between the fibre orientations in the 403 
cortex and superficial white matter. Despite the offset and width typically being 404 
smaller than the HCP diffusion MRI resolution of 1.25 mm, both the offset and 405 
width were well reproduced between multiple datasets of the same subject 406 
(Figure 9A) as long as the datasets have the same spatial resolution. However, as 407 
illustrated in Figure 7 the observed transition does shift to more superficial 408 
layers with diffusion MRI data acquired at lower spatial resolutions (Figure 9B). 409 
This suggests that the transition boundary location and width are a qualitative 410 
measure that can only be meaningfully compared between datasets acquired at 411 
the same spatial resolutions. If we compare the offset and width between 412 
datasets at the same spatial resolution we do find Spearman correlations around 413 
0.4 between subjects (Figure 9D), which is significantly lower than the within-414 
subject Spearman correlations around 0.7 (Figure 9E). 415 
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In addition to the effect of spatial resolution, we also observed an 416 
interesting bias in the offset parameter as a function of the x-component of the 417 
surface normal (which in this dataset corresponds to the direction of phase-418 
encoding, Figure 9C). For data with anterior-posterior phase encoding the bias is 419 
seen along the y-axis instead. Whilst the cause of such bias is likely due to 420 
blurring along the phase-encoding direction, a full characterization of the causes 421 
and consequences (e.g. for tractography) is beyond the scope of this paper. The 422 
fact that most of the variability in the offset can be explained by this blurring is 423 
suggestive of the uniformity of this transition from tangential to radial 424 
orientations across the cortex. 425 
 426 
Figure 9 Correlation in the fibre orientation transition boundary offset from the white/grey 427 
matter boundary and the transition width for various acquisition parameters within the same 428 
subject and for the same acquisition between subjects. A) Within-subject variability in an HCP 429 
subject using the retest dataset; B) Variability between two sets of HCP subjects; C) Correlation 430 
between the x-component of the surface normal and the offset between the transition and 431 
white/grey matter boundary for an HCP subject; D) Within-subject variability for DTI 432 
orientations measured at three different spatial resolutions (1.35, 2, and 2.5 mm resolution). The 433 
black lines show the expected trend if the transition offset and width are the same expressed in 434 
mm (solid) or voxels (dashed); E) Distribution of Spearman’s rank correlation within individual 435 
HCP subjects (blue), between subjects (red), and between individual subjects and a 29-subject 436 
average (purple). 437 
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4 Discussion 438 
In this paper we propose a new gyral coordinate system, which extends 439 
the earlier definitions of a radial orientation in the cortex (McKinstry et al. 2002; 440 
Leuze et al. 2014; Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2015) in two ways. First, we extend the 441 
single radial orientation to a gyral coordinate system of three orthonormal 442 
orientations (radial, sulcal, and gyral, see Figure 3). Secondly, we define this 443 
coordinate system not only in the cortex, but also throughout superficial white 444 
matter. Importantly, the definition of the gyral coordinate system does not 445 
depend on the diffusion MRI data, but only on the cortical surface (i.e., the 446 
white/grey matter boundary and pial surface) extracted from a T1-weighted 447 
image (Fischl 2012). Despite this blindness to diffusion data, the gyral coordinate 448 
system is highly predictive of the diffusion tensors and fibre orientations 449 
extracted from diffusion MRI data. In the cortex we confirm that apparent 450 
diffusion tends to be larger in the radial direction with no preferred orientation 451 
identified in the tangential plane (Figure 5). In superficial white matter apparent 452 
diffusion is found to be largest along the sulcal axis (i.e., tangential to the surface 453 
and parallel to the sulcal depth gradient). The diffusivity in this direction is 454 
typically 20% larger than in the gyral direction (i.e., tangential to the surface and 455 
orthogonal to the sulcal depth gradient) and about twice as large as along the 456 
radial and tangential orientations in the white matter (Figure 6C). This low 457 
diffusion in the radial orientation is reflected in the fibre orientations estimated 458 
by a crossing fibre model (FSL’s bedpostX), which are nearly all confined to the 459 
tangential plane (i.e., 50% of fibre orientations within 7 degrees of the tangential 460 
plane, 95% within 45 degrees; Figure 6B). 461 
Despite this excellent alignment, some limitations of the adopted 462 
algorithm should be mentioned. By depending fully on the orientation of the 463 
triangular meshes representing the WM/GM boundary and the pial surfaces, the 464 
gyral coordinate system is very sensitive to any errors in this reconstruction as 465 
seen around the “dimple” in the gyral crown in Figure 3. We believe that one of 466 
the more efficient ways to improve the alignment between the gyral coordinates 467 
and observed diffusion data would be to further refine these meshes.  468 
Another limitation arises at points equidistant to three differently 469 
oriented surfaces. While the linear interpolation ensures a smooth transition 470 
between two surfaces, it cannot do so with three surfaces, which leads to a sharp 471 
discontinuity in the gyral coordinates.  This arises most commonly close to the 472 
gyral crown, where there is a discontinuity between gyral coordinates 473 
determined by the sulcal walls to those determined by the gyral crown. In the 474 
adopted algorithm this discontinuity happens close to the gyral crown (e.g., the 475 
voxel marked by the arrow in Figure 3 still has gyral coordinates determined by 476 
the sulcal walls; also see Figure B1).  Hence the alignment with the gyral 477 
coordinates for voxels just below the WM/GM boundary of the gyral crown 478 
should be interpreted with great care. See St-Onge et al. (2017) for an alternative 479 
algorithm to predict fibre orientations in the superficial white matter, which 480 
achieves a mean angular offset of ~30 degrees in this region close to the gyral 481 
crown. 482 
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Within gyral white matter, the gyral coordinates are not only predictive of 483 
the orientation of the best-fit diffusion tensor, but might have an interesting 484 
interpretation. Radial fibres run directly towards or from the sulcal fundi or 485 
walls (fibres running towards the gyral crown are classified as sulcal rather than 486 
radial). Hence, the low radial diffusion found throughout superficial white matter 487 
(Figure 6C, D) suggests that the major fibre bundles tend to approach the sulcal 488 
fundi and walls under oblique angles and only become fully radial within the 489 
cortex. This oblique approach has been previously observed in myelin-stained 490 
histological sections (Budde and Annese 2013; Van Essen et al. 2014) and 491 
proposed as a main cause of the bias of tractography streamlines to terminate at 492 
the gyral crown rather than sulcal walls or fundi (Van Essen et al. 2014; Reveley 493 
et al. 2015 ; Schilling et al. 2017). 494 
When interpreting this lack of radial orientations, it is important to note 495 
that white matter in the gyral folds tends to be very narrow. The white/grey 496 
matter boundaries of two opposite sulcal walls are typically only 2 to 4 mm apart 497 
from each other. Therefore, even fibres connecting opposite banks of a gyrus 498 
(such as between the massively interconnected V1 and V2; Van Essen et al. 1986) 499 
are expected to be at least somewhat oblique unless they connect points that are 500 
exactly opposite each other. This geometric constraint might account for the 501 
mostly tangential fibres found in the white matter. It should also be noted that 502 
diffusion MRI is only sensitive to the average orientations of large number of 503 
axons. So our observation of nearly exclusive tangential fibre orientations, does 504 
not exclude that there might be a dispersion of axon orientations in more radial 505 
directions.  Nonetheless, the paucity of quasi-radial fibre bundles in relation to 506 
known anatomical connectivity remains puzzling and represents a challenge for 507 
tractography’s ability to accurately estimate cortico-cortical connectivity. 508 
Within gyral white matter any fibre bundles connecting the sulcal walls 509 
and gyral crowns with the rest of the brain must run at least partly along the 510 
sulcal depth gradient to reach the deep white matter. Interestingly, this suggests 511 
that the gyral coordinate system can be used to classify fibres as within-gyrus 512 
fibres, which run predominantly along the “gyral” axis to other regions in the 513 
same gyrus, or between-gyri fibres, which run predominantly along the “sulcal” 514 
axis to other gyri and the rest of the brain. Hence, this classification could be 515 
used to separately study these within-gyrus and between-gyri connections. 516 
Throughout most of the superficial white matter we find that the diffusivity 517 
along the sulcal axis is typically larger than along the gyral axis after averaging 518 
over 29 subjects, particularly in the gyral white matter (Figure 6). 519 
While axons from the frontal, parietal, and occipital lobes can reach deep 520 
white matter by travelling along the sulcal depth gradient, this is not true in the 521 
temporal lobe. Here axons need to follow a tract like the inferior longitudinal 522 
fasciculus perpendicular to the sulcal depth gradient to reach deep white matter 523 
and the rest of the brain. This might explain the alignment of the first diffusion 524 
tensor eigenvector with the gyral rather than sulcal axis observed in large part of 525 
the temporal lobe (top row in Figure 4). 526 
In the cortical gray matter many previous studies have noted the 527 
tendency of the primary eigenvector of the best-fit diffusion tensor to line up 528 
with the radial orientation (e.g., McKinstry et al. 2002; Leuze et al. 2014; 529 
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Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2015), we further quantify this trend by computing the ratio 530 
of the diffusivity along the radial axis and the average along the tangential plane 531 
(Figure 5C,D). This measure of radiality shows a slight decrease in the sulcal 532 
fundi, which is likely caused by the predominance of U-fibres within the lower 533 
part of the cortex (e.g., Budde and Annese 2013). More striking is the large drop 534 
in Brodmann area 3, where the diffusion in the tangential plane becomes even 535 
larger than along the radial axis. This has been reported before as tangential 536 
fibres in the primary somato-sensory cortex (Anwander, Pampel, and Knosche 537 
2010; McNab et al. 2013; Calamante et al. 2017). We find that this region of 538 
decreased radiality overlaps nearly perfectly with the borders of Brodmann 539 
areas 3, which had been defined based on the cortical folding by Fischl et al. 540 
(2008) (Figure 5D). In Brodmann area 4 we find an increase in the radiality, 541 
which once again overlaps very well with the borders from Fischl et al. (2008). 542 
Calamante et al. (2017) report a similar increase in the cortical apparent fibre 543 
density (Raffelt et al. 2012) estimated from multi-shell multi-tissue constrained 544 
spherical deconvolution (Jeurissen et al. 2014). While this increase in apparent 545 
fibre density was also observed in many other regions with an increased cortical 546 
myelin, our measure of radial over tangential diffusivity appears much more 547 
specific to Brodmann area’s 3 and 4. 548 
We use this dichotomy of mostly tangential orientations in white matter 549 
versus mostly radial orientations in the cortex to extract the fibre transition 550 
boundary. The dependence of the location and width of this transition boundary 551 
on the spatial resolution suggests that it is a qualitative measure that can only be 552 
usefully compared between datasets with the same resolution.  However, even 553 
after the distortion correction using FSL’s eddy (Andersson and Sotiropoulos 554 
2016a), systematic offsets between the white/grey matter boundary and the 555 
transition boundary remain along the phase-encoding direction. This residual 556 
misalignment might be explained by the dependence of the susceptibility field on 557 
head position (Sulikowska et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2017), which will be corrected 558 
for in future versions of eddy. Irrespective of the cause, this systematic 559 
misalignment suggests that surface analyses in diffusion MRI space might benefit 560 
from using surfaces defined in diffusion MRI space (such as the transition 561 
boundary) rather than directly registering surface from structural MRI to 562 
diffusion space. 563 
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Appendix A.  Data 574 
Human diffusion MRI data 575 
As part of the WU-Minn Human Connectome Project (Van Essen et al. 576 
2013) diffusion MRI data was collected for 200 subjects at 1.25 mm resolution 577 
on a 3T scanner as well as 1.05 mm resolution on a 7T scanner. For our analysis 578 
we use the pre-processed diffusion MRI data as well as the white/gray matter 579 
boundary and pial surface extracted using the HCP pipelines (Glasser et al. 2013) 580 
for 10 subjects scanned both in the 3T and 7T scanners. The HCP pipelines use a 581 
customized Freesurfer pipelines to extract these surfaces from T1-weighted and 582 
T2-weighted images (Dale, Fischl, and Sereno 1999; Fischl, Sereno, and Dale 583 
1999). The 3T diffusion MRI data was acquired at 1.25 mm resolution covering 3 584 
b-shells (S = 1000, 2000, and 3000 s/mm2) interspersed with 21 non-diffusion-585 
weighted images (S = 0) (Uğurbil et al. 2013; Sotiropoulos et al. 2013). The 7T 586 
diffusion MRI data was acquired at 1.05 mm resolution covering 2 b-shells (S = 587 
1000, and 2000 s/mm2) (Vu et al. 2015). During the pre-processing the diffusion 588 
MRI data were corrected for susceptibility-, motion-, and eddy-induced artifacts 589 
using FSL’s topup and eddy (Andersson, Skare, and Ashburner 2003; Andersson 590 
and Sotiropoulos 2016b) 591 
To further explore the effect of lower spatial resolutions, we analyzed 592 
additional diffusion MRI data acquired of the same subject at 3 different 593 
resolutions (1.35, 2, and 2.5 mm). The data acquisition and analysis was very 594 
similar to the HCP with 270 diffusion-weighted images obtained with S = 1000, 595 
2000, and 3000 (90 volumes per shell) and 21 non-diffusion weighted images. 596 
The data was pre-processed using the same HCP pipelines. 597 
Macaque myelin-stained data 598 
All animal procedures were approved by the Oregon National Primate 599 
Research Center and Washington University Medical School Institutional Animal 600 
Care and Use Committees, and were conducted in full accordance with the PHS 601 
Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (for details see 602 
Brambrink et al. 2012; Creeley et al. 2014). 603 
Briefly, a six day-old (P6) infant rhesus macaque was given high-dose 604 
pentobarbital and was euthanized by transcardial perfusion-fixation with 4% 605 
paraformaldehyde solution in phosphate buffer (in keeping with National 606 
Institutes of Health guidelines) to prepare the brain for histological analysis 607 
(immunohistochemistry). The infant was naturally delivered from a dam that 608 
had been group housed or was part of the time-mated breeding program. No 609 
complications occurred during in-vivo tissue fixation. 610 
After post-fixation for another 24 hours with 4% paraformaldehyde 611 
at 4C, 70 μM serial coronal sections were cut on a vibratome across the entire 612 
rostro-caudal extent of the forebrain. Brain sections were used to stain 613 
myelinated axons and their trajectory in cortical white and grey matter. A 614 
monoclonal antibody to myelin basic protein was used as primary antibody 615 
(MBP, 1:100; MAB 395; EMD Millipore). Following overnight incubation with 616 
primary antibody (4C) sections were incubated with complementary secondary 617 
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antibody in blocking solution at RT and then reacted with ABC reagents 618 
(Vectastain ABC Elite Kit, Vector Labs., Burlingame, CA, USA). Vector VIP kit 619 
(Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA) was then used as chromogen to 620 
visualize myelinated axons. Images were photographed and digitalized with a 621 
Hamamatsu NanoZoomer 2.0-HT slide scanner.  622 
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Appendix B.  Varying the interpolation scheme 623 
 624 
Figure B1 Myelin-stained histology section of a gyrus of a young macaque. A) raw image data; B) 625 
fibre orientations based on myelin-stained intensity; C, E, G) Radial orientation interpolated from 626 
the cortical surface in three different ways (see text); D, F, H) Alignment between observed and 627 
radial fibre orientations with radial fibres in red and tangential fibres in blue. The black lines 628 
illustrate the semi-automatically traced WM/GM boundary and pial surface. In this work we have 629 
adopted the “linear interpolation along lines” technique illustrated in panels G and H. 630 
In this work we interpolate the surface normals and sulcal depth gradient 631 
from the WM/GM boundary and pial surface to define the gyral coordinate 632 
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system in the underlying WM and cortical GM. The adopted interpolation scheme 633 
involves drawing many lines with different orientations from the point of 634 
interest to the cortical surface and linearly interpolates the normal/sulcal depth 635 
gradient along these lines. These interpolated orientations are then averaged 636 
and orthogonalized to define the gyral coordinates. Here we investigate whether 637 
similar results can be obtained using simpler interpolation schemes. 638 
The simplest interpolation scheme is a nearest-neighbour interpolation, 639 
where the radial and tangential axes are defined with respect to the nearest 640 
surface element (McNab et al. 2013; Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2015). The radial 641 
orientations defined in this way show strong discontinuities such as seen at the 642 
gyral midplane (Figure B1C). Although these fibre orientations are 643 
predominantly radial in the cortex (i.e. red in Figure B1D) and predominantly 644 
tangential in the white matter (i.e. blue in Figure B1D), the observed fibre 645 
orientations are less well aligned with the gyral coordinates defined using 646 
nearest-neighbour interpolation than for the alternative interpolation schemes 647 
discussed below. 648 
The discontinuities in the orientation of the radial axis can be reduced by 649 
not only considering the normal of the nearest surface element, but by taking an 650 
average of the normals of all surface elements. Each surface element (indexed 651 
with 7) is given a weight (
6) based on its distance from the point of interest (46):  652 
	 
6 = 46U .	 	(5)	653 
The average orientation is then calculated based on a PCA analysis. It is 654 
taken as the primary eigenvector of a summary matrix  =	∑ 
66 W	X ⋅ W6 (Jones 655 
2003), where W6  is the surface element normal at the surface element j. The 656 
radial axis defined using this non-linear interpolation (Figure B1E) is much 657 
smoother than for the nearest-neighbour interpolation, which leads to a better 658 
overall alignment of the observed fibre orientations with the radial orientation in 659 
the cortex and with the tangential orientation in the white matter (Figure B1F). 660 
With both the nearest-neighbour and the non-linear interpolation 661 
introduced above the general trend of tangential fibre orientations in the white 662 
matter is broken close to the gyral crowns, where fibres run predominantly 663 
radial with respect to the gyral crown (arrows in Figure B1D, F). However, even 664 
in this region, fibres tend to run tangentially with respect to the sulcal walls. 665 
Hence, if we define radial orientations in this region with respect to sulcal walls 666 
rather than crowns this would increase the predominance of tangential fibre 667 
orientations seen in the white matter. This was the main argument to adopt the 668 
more complicated linear line-based interpolation scheme. A radial axis based on 669 
this scheme will tend to point radial to the sulcal walls (Figure B1G), which 670 
leads to more tangential orientations observed even for points close to the gyral 671 
crown (arrows in Figure B1H).  672 
Although Figure B1 suggests that this interpolation scheme might give 673 
the best alignment between the observed fibre orientations and the gyral 674 
coordinates, the real test for the different interpolation schemes is how well they 675 
align with the full 3D fibre orientations extracted from diffusion MRI data. 676 
Irrespective of the algorithm used, fibres are radial in the cortical grey matter 677 
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and tangential in the underlying white matter; however, the strength of this 678 
alignment varies between the three algorithms especially in the white matter 679 
(Figure B2) Compared with nearest-neighbour interpolation, the adopted 680 
algorithm (linear line-based interpolation) finds more radial orientations of the 681 
primary eigenvector of the diffusion tensor in the cortex (1.3° on average) as 682 
well as more radial orientations for the tertiary eigenvector in the superficial 683 
white matter (3.0° on average). The differences with the non-linear interpolation 684 
scheme are much smaller with only an improved radiality of 0.05° on average in 685 
the cortex and of 1.4° on average in the superficial white matter. Although these 686 
improvements due to the adopted interpolation scheme may appear small, they 687 
are significant compared with the median angular offset of 7° from the tangential 688 
plane observed in the superficial white matter.  689 
In the cortex we can also estimate the radial orientation by resampling 690 
the surfaces between the WM/GM boundary and pial surface. We extract 4 691 
intermediate surfaces using equi-volume resampling (Waehnert et al. 2014; 692 
Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2015) and for every voxel identify the nearest surface 693 
element across all surfaces (including the WM/GM boundary and pial surface). 694 
Again a slightly poorer radiality (1.5° on average) of the primary diffusion tensor 695 
eigenvector was found (purple histogram in Figure B2C) compared with the 696 
proposed interpolation scheme. 697 
 698 
Figure B2 Histograms of the voxel-wise increase in the radiality measured for the tertiary  699 
eigenvector in the superficial white matter (left) and the primary eigenvector of the diffusion 700 
tensor in the upper cortex (right) when adopting nearest-neighbour interpolation (in red) or 701 
non-linear interpolation (in blue) rather than the proposed interpolation scheme. In the cortex 702 
we have also included a comparison with the normals from an equi-volume resampling of the 703 
surface. Positive values indicate a reduced alignment of the DTI primary eigenvector with the 704 
gyral coordinate system for these alternative interpolation schemes.  705 
While averaging the radial orientation estimates, each estimate was 706 
assigned a weight inversely proportional to the length of the line along which it 707 
was interpolated. Varying this dependence of the weight on the line length could 708 
improve the alignment with the gyral coordinate system. To explore this we vary 709 
the power-law dependence of this relationship 710 
	 
	 = 	U.		711 
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We find that either increasing or decreasing Y from its adopted value of 712 
one, decreases the alignment between the radial axis and V1 in the cortex or V3 713 
in the superficial white matter (Figure B3). Although small changes in Y do not 714 
significantly alter the radiality, a larger effect is seen when assigning equal 715 
weights to all line lengths (Y = 0) or introducing a strong bias to the shortest 716 
line (Y ≪ 0). The latter corresponds to the model we previously presented at 717 
ISMRM. 718 
 719 
Figure B3 The voxel-wise increase in the radiality measured for the third eigenvector in the 720 
superficial white matter (left) and the first eigenvector of the diffusion tensor in the upper cortex 721 
(right) when adopting different power-law exponent (Y) relating the weights and line lengths in 722 
the interpolation algorithm.  Positive values indicate a reduced alignment of the DTI primary 723 
eigenvector with the gyral coordinate system for these alternative interpolation schemes. 724 
Within the adopted linear interpolation scheme, we also need to select the 725 
number of lines [ along which the normal and sulcal depth gradient are 726 
interpolated. As the number of lines decreases, the precision of the gyral 727 
coordinate estimates decreases (Figure B4). However, even at N=10 in over 80% 728 
of voxels the radial, sulcal, and gyral coordinate estimates match within 1 degree 729 
of those estimated at N=1000. For the adopted value of N=300 over 99% of 730 
voxels agree within 1 degree, which suggests that further increasing N would not 731 
change any of the results presented here. 732 
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 733 
Figure B4 Comparison of the precision of estimates of the radial (solid), sulcal (dashed), and gyal 734 
(dotted) orientations for different number of lines along which to linearly interpolate (N) 735 
compared with N=1000.  This plot only considers voxels in the cortex and superficial white 736 
matter. 737 
Appendix C.  Constrained spherical deconvolution 738 
In the main text we have analysed the alignment of the gyral coordinate system with the 739 
diffusion tensor eigenvectors and the fibre orientations from FSL bedpostX. However, 740 
we can also express full orientation distribution functions (ODFs) in our gyral 741 
coordinate system.  742 
We calculate a fibre ODF using multi-shell, multi-tissue constrained spherical 743 
deconvolution (Jeurissen et al. 2014), which has been shown to give cleaner fibre ODFs 744 
in the cortex as regular spherical deconvolution. Similar to the results presented in the 745 
main text, we find that the resulting ODF is predominantly radial in the cortex and 746 
tangential in the superficial white matter with little variability in this trend across 747 
subjects (Figure C1). In the superficial white matter this analysis confirms the 748 
predominance of sulcal orientations, although a secondary peak in the gyral orientation. 749 
This secondary peak might be caused by the decomposition of the spherical 750 
deconvolution of dispersing fibres in the tangential plane into two distinct peak rather 751 
than reflect actual crossing fibres. 752 
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 753 
Figure C1 Left: glyphs of the mean ODF from constrained spherical deconvolution averaged over 754 
the upper cortex (> 1 mm above the WM/GM boundary) or the superficial white matter (down to 755 
4 mm) and averaged over 29 HCP subjects. Right: The blue line illustrates the ODF averaged 756 
across subject along a line connecting the radial with the sulcal orientation (left) or the sulcal 757 
with the gyral orientation (right). The red dotted lines show the full range of the variability in 758 
this ODF across the 29 subjects. The purple dashed line shows the variability of the ODF across 759 
voxels within a single HCP subject (68% confidence interval). 760 
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